### 13I003335 TRAFFIC STOP

**Incident Address:** 4799 STELLHORN RD at REED RD  
Fort Wayne IN 46815  
**Disposition:** VERBAL WARNING  
**Date/Time Reported:** 07:33:41 09/17/13  
**Date/Time of Response:** 07:33:42 09/17/13  
**Date/Time Occurred:** 07:33:32 09/17/13

### 13I003336 DISTURBANCE

**Incident Address:** 100 CAMPUS DR S  
Fort Wayne IN 46805  
**Disposition:** CLOSED  
**Date/Time Reported:** 08:44:32 09/17/13  
**Date/Time of Response:** 08:48:49 09/17/13  
**Date/Time Occurred:** 08:43:24 09/17/13  
OFFICERS RESPONDED TO KETTLER HALL REFERENCE A REPORT OF AN INDIVIDUAL THAT HAD CREATED A DISTURBANCE IN A CLASSROOM. THE INSTRUCTOR ADVISED THAT THE INDIVIDUAL HAD YELLED OBSCENITIES AND LEFT THE AREA PRIOR TO OFFICER’S ARRIVAL.

### 13I003337 PARTY LOCKED OUT

**Incident Address:** 330 BROYLES BLVD N  
Fort Wayne IN 46805  
**Disposition:** NO INVESTIGATION  
**Date/Time Reported:** 09:41:01 09/17/13  
**Date/Time of Response:** 08:48:49 09/17/13  
**Date/Time Occurred:** 09:40:17 09/17/13

### 13I003338 DISABLED VEH.- TRAFFIC HAZARD

**Incident Address:** 49 CAMPUS DR W at CAMPUS DR S  
Fort Wayne IN 46805  
**Disposition:** NO INVESTIGATION  
**Date/Time Reported:** 10:21:20 09/17/13  
**Date/Time of Response:** 08:48:49 09/17/13  
**Date/Time Occurred:** 10:20:19 09/17/13
13I003339 ACCIDENT W/ INJURIES HIT SKIP
   Incident Address: 100 CAMPUS DR E
                     Fort Wayne IN 46805
   Disposition: CLOSED
   Date/Time Reported: 10:25:54 09/17/13
   Date/Time of Response: 10:28:21 09/17/13
   Date/Time Occurred: 10:24:04 09/17/13
ACCIDENT INVOLVING TWO VEHICLES WITH ONE DRIVER HAVING INJURIES TO THE CHEST AREA. THAT DRIVER WAS TRANSPORTED TO THE HOSPITAL BY THE MEDICS.

13I003340 ASSIST
   Incident Address: 200 CAMPUS DR E
                     Fort Wayne IN 46805
   Disposition: NO INVESTIGATION
   Date/Time Reported: 14:24:04 09/17/13
   Date/Time of Response: 14:24:05 09/17/13
   Date/Time Occurred: 14:23:32 09/17/13

13I003341 PARTY LOCKED OUT
   Incident Address: 120 CAMPUS DR S
                     Fort Wayne IN 46805
   Disposition: NO INVESTIGATION
   Date/Time Reported: 14:47:03 09/17/13
   Date/Time of Response: 14:53:40 09/17/13
   Date/Time Occurred: 14:46:21 09/17/13

13I003342 TRAFFIC ACCIDENT - HIT SKIP
   Incident Address: 210 BROYLES BLVD N
                     Fort Wayne IN 46805
   Disposition: CLOSED
   Date/Time Reported: 15:36:32 09/17/13
   Date/Time of Response: 15:46:44 09/17/13
   Date/Time Occurred: 14:50:00 09/17/13
COMPLAINANT ADVISED UNKNOWN VEHICLE HAD STRUCK HER VEHICLE WHILE PARKED IN LOT 14. NO REPORTED INJURIES.

13I003343 ATTEMPT CONTACT/CHECK WELLBEIN
   Incident Address: 300 CAMPUS DR W
                     Fort Wayne IN 46805
   Disposition: CLOSED
   Date/Time Reported: 16:31:35 09/17/13
   Date/Time of Response: 16:36:01 09/17/13
Date/Time Occurred: 16:28:19 09/17/13
AN OFFICER RESPONDED TO THE SCIENCE BUILDING REGARDING AN INDIVIDUAL THAT HAD DONATED BLOOD EARLIER AND POSSIBLY HAD LOW BLOOD SUGAR. IT WAS ALSO DETERMINED THAT THE INDIVIDUAL HAD PASSED OUT. THE INDIVIDUAL WAS TRANSPORTED TO THE HOSPITAL BY THE MEDICS.